Felix Baumgartner
Austrian Daredevil and Freefall World Record Holder
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Felix Baumgartner is a skydiver and BASE jumper. Nicknamed "Fearless Felix" and "God of the skies", he made history in 2012 by breaking
the world record for the highest-ever skydive, jumping from a balloon more than 39km (128,000 ft) up in the stratosphere and became the
first person to break the speed of sound in freefall.
"Baumgartner is an extreme sports legend, and will go down as such in the history of extreme sports

In detail

Languages

Felix began skydiving when he was 16, polishing his

He presents in English and German.

aero-acrobatic skills in the Austrian military's demonstration and
competition team. In the 1990s, he moved from traditional

Want to know more?

skydiving to Base jumping, leaping off fixed objects and using a

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

parachute to break the fall. He has completed many incredible

could bring to your event.

feats in his BASE jumping career, broke two other world records
(highest freefall and highest manned balloon flight) to complete

How to book him?

his most daring mission to date. The daredevil skydiver and

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

helicopter pilot has made a career out of pushing the boundaries
of human flight. Felix's latest project is to head up a helicopter
aerobatic team. He is one of only 3 pilots to be licenced to do this.

What he offers you
Felix is motivated by scientific endeavour, the desire to see what
the human body can achieve. He is also spurred on by the desire
to see what no-one else has seen, to be alone at the highest
reaches of the skies. Drawing upon his own personal experiences
he inspires and challenges audiences to achieve goals beyond
their wildest dreams.

How he presents
Felix Baumgartner amazes and entertains audiences around the
world with stories of his record-breaking death-defying stunts.
Using footage and photos from his world famous escapades, he
leaves audiences awe-inspired and speechless.

Topics
The Felix Baumgartner Story
Motivation and Inspiration
Achieving the Impossible
Reaching Your Goals
Preparation and Teamwork
How Much Risk is Enough?
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